The abundance ratio of helium to hydrogen in emission nebulae is a quantity that can be derived in a quite straightforward and nearly unambiguous way from observed relative line inten- nebula. This result contradicts the idea that the helium content of the interstellar gas has increased significantly in the past 5 X 10 9 years. 5 However, an argument that might be advanced against accepting the observed relative abundances at face value is that a planetary nebula is an object in a very advanced stage of evolution, so that nuclear processes may have already converted hydrogen into helium in the material now observed in its shell either during an earlier stage of the star's development or in a * On leave from the Washburn Observatory, University of Wisconsin.
Now the planetary nebulae are considered on the basis of their space distribution and kinematic properties to be members of the disc population, 4 which formed from interstellar matter about 5 X 10 9 years ago. But we have seen that the Orion Nebula, presumably a typical specimen of present-day interstellar matter, has very nearly the same helium abundance as a typical planetary nebula. This result contradicts the idea that the helium content of the interstellar gas has increased significantly in the past 5 X 10 9 years. 5 However, an argument that might be advanced against accepting the observed relative abundances at face value is that a planetary nebula is an object in a very advanced stage of evolution, so that nuclear processes may have already converted hydrogen into helium in the material now observed in its shell either during an earlier stage of the star's development or in a * On leave from the Washburn Observatory, University of Wisconsin.
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possibly semi-explosive process in which the shell formed. 6 According to this view the present equality of the helium-to-hydrogen ratio in planetaries and interstellar matter would be coincidental, and the true original abundance ratio of the material now observed in planetaries would be lower than the ratio for the present interstellar matter. This idea can be checked only by a determination of the helium abundance in some other disc-population object. However, the main sequence and giant stars of this population are all late-type objects, and among these only the W Virginis variables give any indication of the presence of helium (emission at certain phases) ; the only members of this population that show helium absorption lines are the hot peculiar stars that are even more likely than planetaries to have had their original abundances modified by nuclear reactions.
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Now the sun, with an age close to 5 X 10 9 years, is presumably itself a good representative of the disc population. The derived abundance ratio can now be converted into the total heavy-element abundance ratio, and we have done this using a mean between the relative abundance tables given by Allen It is of course quite conceivable that the helium abundance of interstellar matter has not changed appreciably in the past 5 X 10 9 years, if the stars in which helium was produced did not return much of it to space, and if the original helium abundance was high.
The helium abundance V = 0.32 existing since such an early epoch could be at least in part the original abundance of helium from the time the universe formed, for the build-up of elements to helium can be understood without difficulty on the explosive formation picture. 21 One interesting conclusion that may be drawn from the derived abundances is that the detailed age calculations of some old clusters belonging to the disc population may have to be changed.
The reason is that in stars with a mass of about one solar mass the derived age depends critically on conditions near the center of the star, in particular on whether the proton-proton cycle or the carbon cycle is dominant, which in turn depends, through the opacity and energy-production rate, on the relative amounts of helium and especially of the heavy elements. 22 The helium content we suggest as the best compromise is somewhat greater than the value V = 0.24 used in the calculation of the age of the cluster M 67, 28 and the heavy-element content we suggest is considerably larger than the value Ζ = 0.01 assumed in that calculation.
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